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"A Study of Size of Diamonds in Diamond Drilling" is the research 
problem which will be discussed in this treatise. 
The author's interest in the effect of size of di3LllOnds was creat-
ed by Mr. R. D. Longyear of the E. J. Longrear Company of Minneapolis, 
Minnesota. Mr. Longyear, when asked :for suggestions for a research 
problem concerning diamond drilling suggested, ~ong other things, 
that there was a need for further work on the factor of size of stones. 
After extensive reading and reviewing, the author learned that many 
investigators had recognized changes in results attributable to changes 
in size of stones, but that few had conducted scientific or organized 
research directed primarilY toward analyzing this proposition. 
The next step was to determine if the subject were of enough 
consequence to warrant further study. Correspondence with several 
manufacturers and investigators stressed the importance and enhanced 
the interest in the research. It then was oecideo to pursue this work 
if the equipment could be obtained. 
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The trends in the minL~g industry usually are indicated by the 
literature published by professional societies, learned institutions, 
government agencies, trade publications and interested individuals or 
companies. /lith diamond drilling, as with many other operations in the 
industry, much o:f the pertinent infonua.tion is withheld :from publication 
because it is thought to be of i..'1.suffici.ent importance. 
As this was especially true a few years ago, one might consider 
the designing of a di~ond drill bit at that time. One finds that it 
was ordinarily a matter of using a bit which had been successful on a 
previous job in s:imi.lar rock. If the rock had never been encountered 
before, the bit was designed using the experience of the bit designers 
as a guide. One of these methods usually worked, but occasionally it 
did not and a system of cut and try was applied. 
Dissemination of knowledge has been more widespread in recent 
years. There is still some withholding of information, however, be-
cause o:f the presence of competition. 
Material written on the size of diamonds as a factor in diamond 
drilling is ordinarily broad in its scope, but, nevertheless, it denotes 
_1/ 
the trends. Edson indicates the size of stones formerly used, n The 
...J1 .Edson, Frank A., Diamond drilling: u.s. Bureau of Mines 
Bulletin 243, p. 23, 1926. 
stones used in metal prospecting ordinarily weigh 3 to 4 carats each; 
they have ample cutting surfaces and enough body to let them be firmly 
fastened in the metal or the bit. stones or this size would not project 
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more than one thirty-second inch beyond the outside of the meta1.. 11 
_2:/ 
Edson also said, "Black diamonds in their natural forms seldom 
.2:/ Ibid, p. 21 
nave the size and shape suitable for diamond-drill work, and therefore 
must be broken before they are marketed •••• approximately 20 to 25 per 
cent of the stone is lost in the breaking." 
_:l/ 
Several years later Storms , among others, recorded a trend in 
....:JI Storms, W. R., Diamond drill bits and carbon: Engineering 
and Mining Journal, pp. 96-98, March, 1933. 
diamond sizes. "In recent years the trend in diamond drilling has been 
toward the use of smaller carbon and even scrap carbon. n 
Later the smaller, non-gem quality bortz and ballas entered the 
industrial diamond market. There was a considerable difference in the 
price of the carbon and the bortz. 
"Before the war (1917) the price of rough stones in the field was 
slightly less than $40 per carat •••• Broken carbon of good quality was 
selling in 1923 for $100 to $125 per carat ••• In the fall of 1922 best 
__1z/ 
grade stones retailed at $115 to $135 per carat.n 
__1z/ Edson, F. A., op. cit., pp. 21-22 • 
....21 
~g gave some figures for comparison when he stated the current 
~Long, Albert E., Ef:fects of cere ree.overy, diamond size and 
quality on cost of core drilling in gneiss: U. S. Bureau of Mines 
Report of Investigations 4628, January, 1950. 
price of bortz. 
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"a) AA grade ••••••••••••••• current price is $8.50 per carat. 
b) A grade ••••••••••••••• current price is $5.80 per carat. 
c) Congo grade ••••••••••••• current price is $4.20 per carat .n 
It may be seen from these figures why bortz was immediately favor-
ed by the industry. 
_y 
Hopper commented, "Diamonds in sizes from 6 to 12 per carat 
_fd Hopper, C. H., Diamond core bits at Matachewan Consolidated 
Mines Ltd., Matachewan, Ontario: Canadian Mining Journal, pp. 600-601, 
October, 1939. 
were used by the llatachewa.n Consolidated M:L"les Ltd., Llatachewan, Ontario, 
from 1934 to 1937. In 1939 diamonds averaging 20-25 per carat were 
used •••••• It is evident that the great reduction in cost per foot drill-
ed has been brought about by the introduction of ~all cheap diamonds 
by several fir.ws who set stones mechanically. Prior to this a few 
hand-setters were trying smaller diamonds but the majority would not 
work with anything smaller than 10-12 per carat. At the present time a 
ntunber of mines and bit companies are setting by hand, using diamonds 
20 to 30 per carat to as small as 60-80 per carat with reported good 
results." 
Price, however, was not the only factor. The diamond drilling 
companies, when encouraged to use the smaller dirunonds because of price, 
soon found that these dirunonds drilled some types of rocks much better 
than the larger carbons • 
...11 
Raney said, "The size of diamond used in core bits today is 
...1/ Raney, A. F., Developnent of modern diamond drill bit: Canadian 
Mining Journal, pp. 796-803, December, 1940. 
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much smaller than J.O yea:rs ago. When carbons were first used it was 
custom~r to use large stones weighing as much as 3 to 4 carats each. 
Later when bortz began to be used the size dropped to stones of 8 to l5 
per carat size (about J./J.6n in diameter). In the past year the size of 
diamond has dropped from this figure to 20 to 90 per carat (about l/40" 
in diruneter). As a result of using sm[iller stones the number of stones 
per bit has risen from 4 to 8 for the old carbon stone bits to 60 to 200 
for the present day bits. tt 
When carbon was used, the rock was penetrated by a w·~aring action of 
the stones. With bortz, however, it was more of a cutting action using 
l.ess pressure. 
Because of their initial cost and operating expense carbons, at 
present, are not used widely. 
_§} 
Adamson asserted very clearly some recent opinions on the subject. 
_§} Adamson, Patrick, What goes on in the diwmond drill hole: 
Engineering and Mining Journal, pp. 70-72, September, 1946. 
"The quality, size and shape of the diamonds used in di~ond drilling 
have a considerable bearing on the performance of the bit •••• Pure 
formation in diamond structure tends to become increasingly rare as the 
size of diamonds increases. Their efficiency as an abrasive medium, 
however, runs in proportion to their quality when they are proper~ 
applied. Generally speaking, hard, dense formations rec~uire small 
diamonds of good quality~ whereas soft, loosely cemented formations can 
be drilled economica.lly b:r larger diamonds of somewhat poorer grade. 
The complete range of rock formations can be .drilled with ma.x.i.mum 
efficiency when the complete range of diamonds, as produced by nature, is 
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available. In practice the range of diamonds available is, for one 
reason or another, restricted; and this has been one of the factors 
contributing to slow developnent. 11 
..!11 
Ada.'Tlson also observed, "An evolution in diamond drill bits has 
_2/ Adamson, P., Drilling trendsj Mining World, Vol. 9, pp. 24-25, 
March, 1947. 
taken place, along with the general improvement of the machines on which 
they are used. Slow rotc1tional speeds and large stones were used to-
gether in earlier days. As mac:bJ.ne manufacturers be gen •••••••• to increase 
the rotational speeds available, so did the drillers and bit setters be-
gin to change over from carbonados to drill bortz; and it was found the 
'smaller stone sizes' using materials of 8 to 10 per carat size, showed 
increased penetration speed and considerable saving in over all foot-
age cost." 
Within the last few yee.rs rotational sfet:ds exceeding 12,000 r.p.m.. 
have been tested and bits set with stones of 200 p. c. size have been 
used on certain formations. 
These observations are not being made in the mining industry alone, 
19.1 
as may be seen by an editorie.l in the Petroleum Engineer. "As in 
19./ Anon. How to use diamond bits in deep drilling:Fetroleum 
Engineer, Vol. 19, pp. 179, 182, 184, 186, September, 1948. 
conventj_onal diamond drilling it has been found in deep oil field drill-
ing that different sizes and kinds of diamonds, set i__n various designs 
are necessary in order to obtain the lowest drj_lling costs. Diamonds 
above the range of sizes needed in the mining field are used for this 
deep hole work." 
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The preceeding articles illustrate the sizes of stones used and the 
present trends toward the smaller stones, increased bit pressures and 
rotational speeds. It is apparent, however, that most of the infor.m~tion 
was gained from work done in the field. This type of material is of 
definite value, but many tines the strict scientific testli1g has been 
sacrificed for additional £ootage or core. The purpose of most scientific 
testing in this field has been to improve the bits and drills and to 
make diamond drilling more useful. li~r times impractical methods have 
been tested and discarded to prove the feasibility of the effective ones. 
Some of the field testing apparently has been done under partially 
w 
controlled conditions as evidenced in an article by Armstrong in 
W Armstrong, L. C., Diamond drilling qunrtz-feldspar inter-
growths: Transactions of the American Institute of 1-.lining and 
Metallurgical Engineers, Vol. 18, p. 1148, November, 1950. 
which he advocates using smaller diamonds, n •••••••• the thought arises 
concerning the applicability to the problem of a bit made with very fine 
grained £ragments in a suitable matrix. In using a bit of this type, the 
difference in relief between hard and soft constituents in the rock 
being drilled would be almost nil, and furthermore, fresh, angular, 
diamond pieces would always be available for cutting until the bit was 
run to destruction.n 
12/ 
In the discussion of Mr. Armstrong's paper, Mr. B. J. Westman 
,gj We~ t,,Uan, o. J., Discussion-Diamond drilling of a quartz-
feldspar L~tergr~vth: Transaction of the American Institute of Mining 
and Metallurgical Engineers, Vol.. 18, p. 1148, November, 1950. 
contended, "In general it can be stated that for fine-grained hard rock 
there are four possible approaches to reduce polish and excessive diamond 
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loss. First is the use of smaller di8Iilunds, second is the use of fe~.·ier 
large diamonds, third is employing the congo diamond, and fourth is the 
new type of crown design that has 12 to 24 small wate~~~s, depending up-
on the bit size, and which has had a marked effect on reducL~g polish 
apparently by increasing the sludging efficiency which practically 
eljminates the possibility of regrinding the cuttings •" 
After considerable testing and evaluation of results on the Mesabi 
~ 
Iron Range, :Mr. w. L. Kendrick advanced these theories, 11 ••••• there is 
.121 Kendrick, W. L., Drilling and blasting-symposium on handling 
bulk materials, University of :i.lin.nesota, Center of Continuation StUdies, 
p. 8, Februar.y, 1942. 
a size of diamond or bortz for each kind of ground and the closer the 
exposed part of the di~ond approaches the cuttings that can be torn 
from.~the bottom of the hole the more efficient the drilling will be. 
It can also be· put this way: the harder the ground the smaller the 
diamond. 
There are those who believe the answer to this question lies in 
extremely high speeds but I personally believe 3,000 r.p.m. is the 
practical ma.x.immn for practically all ground. l~;y theory is that in-
stead of whirling a small diamond at high speeds in soft ground, the 
size of diamond should be increased to cut more from the bottom of the 
hole per revolution and use lower speeds •••••••• 
• • • • • Here are the questions to which the answers must be found 
for drilling a given rock: 
1. Proper size of diamond. 
2. J>roper hardness· of holding medium 
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3. Proper concentration of diamonds in the face of bit. 
4. Proper speed of rotation. 
5. Proper pressure on bit. 
6. Proper power of driving motor." 
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ELEMENTS WHlCH W.WT AFF.Bn:C RE:;U~ 
It is necessary, in doing ~~ research, to consider all factors 
which mignu afrect the results. Listed below are the elements which one 
must take into account for this particular problem. Varying any one of 
these would change the conditions of the test and would, therefore, 
influence the outcome. In order to obtain the desired infonnation, some 
of the conditions were altered, as discussed below, and the resulting 
data were obtained. 
The author realizes that there are other elel'!lents which might be 
considered but which would probably be of little consequence as far as 
these tests are concerned. The elements are discussed individually in 
a general sense and then in their specific application to these tests. 
Driller 
The most profound influence on drilling operation and results 
probably is subjected by the driller himself. On all these tests, the 
author operated the drill, thus keeping constant the element of the 
driller. 
~of Power 
Diamond drills may be powered by either an electric motor, corapress-
ed air motor, steam engine, gasoline engine, deisel engine, oil motor, 
or a combir:mtion of any of the above. The operation of the drill is 
somewhat dependent upon the mode of power. For these particul2x tests 
an oil motor was used. The oil pressure was obtained from an 
electrically driven pump. 
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~ of Feed 1iechanism 
'.L'he teed mechanisms on diamond drills are usually one of t;,".JO types, 
hydraulic feed or gear feed. When the gear feed is used, the bit is 
advanced a certain amonnt for each rotation; however, the bit pressures 
may change. With the qydraulic feed, the pressure on the bit is constant 
at all times; whereas, the rate o.f advance ma.,y change. A hydraulic feed 
was utilized in these tests. 
Physical and Chemical Character of the Rock Being Drilled 
vVhen considered from the standpoint of diamond drilling, rocks 
may vary il"l several ways: The texture of a rock has a definite effect on 
drilling speeds; for example, in certain typical rocks individual mineral 
grains m~ be oriented in different manners, thus affecting the cutting 
action of the bit. 
Rocks have definite structural features, i. e., faults, joli1ts, and 
alteration zones will cause the coolant to flow away from the bit, deflect 
the bit or otherwise affect its operation. 
The mineral composition of a rock is an important element in diamond 
drilling. It has been said that hard minerals fracture or chip, whereas, 
soft rocks are cut. The rock used in these tests is a dolomite described 
in Appendix A. 
Rock homogeniety is another operating agent. A rock of constant 
mineral composition throughout will drill much better than a constantly 
changing one. The rock used in these tests is probably as close to being 
of constant composition as ~v readi~ obtaL,able one. 
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The Siz.e. .Q!. E:i.Ls. 
Diamond bits coMaonly applied in mining today will m~ke a hole from 
1 l/2" (EX:) to 311 (NX). However, bits as large as 7 3/411 O.D. and 
larger are used on occasion. The drilling speed of a diamond bit is 
inversely proportional to the size of the bit. (EX) bits were used 
exclusively in these tests. 
Under this heading we nught consider also the kerf area or area of 
cut. Wall thicknesses of diamond bits will vary in proportion to their 
diameter. The relationship between this thickness and the drilling 
speed is also an inverse relationship. 
Shape of~ Bit 
The bits m~y have shapes ranging from angular shoulders to ronnd 
shoulders with semi-circles of varying radii. In the early stage of 
development bit faces were flat and the shoulders were ang~lar (90°). 
Of late, the trend has been toward the semi-circular to semi-elliptical 
type of faces and shoulders. .All the bits in these tests had semi-
elliptical shoulders and faces. 
Rotational Speed of Bit 
Rotational speeds commonly used in the past were in the order of 
50 to 300 r.p.m. With the advent of new and improved machines 3l1d the 
use of smaller diamonds, the speeds have increased to 3,000 to 6,000 
r.p.m. and even experimenta.ll.y to 12,000 r.p.m. For this research four 
rotational speeds were used: 1,000; 1,500; 2,000; and 2,500 r.p.m. 
These speeds were chosen because they vJere readil:/ atte:t.inable on the 
Rotobore and they gave a good cross-section of speeds used by ind'-Lstry 
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today. 
Bit Pre ssu.re 
Bit pressures previously employed were generally from 100 to 500 
pounds, but new developments have made pressures from 500 to 3,000 
pounds more common. The bit pressures used in these tests were: 300; 
500; 1,000; and 1,500 pounds. These pressures are representative of 
those empJ.oyed in drilling pract~e today. 
Number of Waterways 
EarlY bits contained no waterw~s. Later, bits were designed with 
2, 4, 6, 8 and more recent:ly with as many as 12 to 24 water\"lays for 
drilling shales and other soft rocks. The bits used in these tests had 
no waterways as the holes were so short that their need wvas not thought 
to be lln.portant. The greatest depth of horizontal hole was 18". 
Size, Shape ~d Canposition of Waterways 
The size, shape and composition generally used for waterw~s 
depends on the size of bit and material being drilled. The size may 
be 3/32" for an EX bit; the shape is generally rounded; the composition 
of materials may be of the same a.s the matrix material, or it may be a 
harder material, such as tungsten carbide. 
~of Coolant~ Sludge Removal Medium 
The most common type of coolant and sludge removal medium is clear 
water. Tests have been run to determine the effic~ency of kerosene and 
salt water as media. These tests have proved clear water to be the best 
except where there is some other motive in mind, i. e., in col.d weather 
drilling to keep the _coolant from freezing. For this research, clear 
water was used exclusively. 
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~ Am.ormt .2£ Coolant and Sludge Removal Mediwn 
The amount of coolant needed is dependent on several factors, i.e., 
the type of rock, the rate of advance, the depth of the hole, and the 
type of bit. One might sa:y that enough water should be used to carry 
away efficiently the sludge and cool the bit. Four gallons of water per 
minute were administered in these tests. The water pressure was fairly 
constant at 40 p.s.i. 
Ntunber of Diamonds 
The amount of cutting done by a diamond bit will be logically a 
direct function of' the number of stones doing the cutting. Bits having 
4 to 20 stones were the conmon type formerly employed. The number of 
stones (size 200 p. c.) used recently in bits has increased until now 
bits may have several. hundred stones in each. 
Diamond Exposures 
The exposure of the diamonds is a direct function of the size, as 
about 15% of the stones usually are exposed. This figure previously was 
much higher. The exposures applied in these tests are ohown in Table 3. 
The ideal exposures may be seen in Table 2. 
Crystal Shape __g_f the Diamonds 
The diamonds ~ manifest several crystal shapes, i. e., cube, 
octahedron, rhanbic dodecha.deron, tris-octahedron, amorphous (Carbonado) 
or a combination of these. For these tests octahedrons, rhombic 
dodecahedrons, and tria-octahedrons were the crystals most prevalent. 
This is further explained under "design of bitsn. 
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~ and Quality of Stones 
Stones may be graded by several methods depending upon whom is 
classifying them. The main consideration is the condition of the stones. 
The grade symbol is dependent on the dealer's preference. For example, 
with one dealer, AAA stones are the best ~ade, whereas, another dedler 
calls the same grade No. 1. These stones have good crystal shapes, are 
nearly free from pits and are whole stones. The grade then goes to the 
AA grade which is somewhat inferior to the AAA grade, but vJhich still 
consists of good stones. The grading continues in this manner to the 
poorest stones. 
The grade or quality of the stones will be contingent somewhat on 
the locality from which they originally were obtained. The West African 
bortz seems to be popular in this count~J because of its crystal habit 
and its cost. The petroleum industry is probably the greatest consumer 
of carbonados today. 
For these tests the best grade stones were used, the s~e grade 
AAA being employed in all the tests. 
Arrangement of Diamonds 
There is usually some difference of opinion as to correct diamond 
arrangement, although it generally is concluded that the face of the 
diamond bit must be covered so that each part of the rock being cut 
must have a diamond pass over it one or more t~ne for each rotation of 
the bit. As each manufacturer has definite preferences and conducts 
experiements, there evidentally is considerable room for controlled 
research on this subject. The arrangement is considered under ndesign 
of bits". 
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Orientation of Diamonds 
Several. able investigators have done work \vith the crystallographic 
orientation of the stones in the bit. It has been concluded that 
diamonds vary in hardness in the order of 100 to 1 from one direction 
to another. One can ascertain from this fact that the orientation of 
the stones would have an enormous effect on the life of the bit. The 
orientation of stones is discussed under "design of bits". 
Uniformity of Diamonds 
The more uniform the diamonds are in the bit, the more efficient 
is the cutting action of each diamond. If the uniformity is not controll-
ed, one diamond is called upon to do more or less than its share. The 
uniformity of stones is discussed under "design of bitsn. 
Depth of the Hole Being Drilled 
As the drilling proceeds to gre~ter depth, more energy intended 
for the bit is turned into heat through friction of the rods. Because 
all the holes in these tests were drilled horizontally, and no hole was 
drilled r.tore tha..."'l 18rt deep, this effect r 1CJ..Y be disregarded. 
Matrix 1:~ateria.l 
The holding agent for the diamonds m~- be any one of several kinds. 
It may- be copper, copper-beryllium. allo~/ ~ copper-nickle alloys of some 
of the harder compoWlcs like tungsten carbide. The matrix shouJ.d wear 
away fast enough to keep the diamonds at the correct exposure. A 
copper-beryllium alloy was used in these bits to hold the diamonds. 
-17-
Size of Diamonds 
The size of diamonds apparently influences the rate of penetration 
of a diamond drill bit. This fact has been recognized by several 
persons (see review of literature). The purpose of this project is to 
determine the importance in the case of the dolomite in pa.rticul3.I", 
and if possible, in the general case. 
-18-
DESIGN OF THE BITS 
The essence of the problem of size of diamonds rests with the 
design of the bits as this is the place in which the diwnonds are set 
and from which they do their work. It is important, then, to have 
them placed in strategic positions so that they will abrade the most 
rock for the force which is applied to them. 
Because of the author's inexperience in diamond drilling, the 
first step in the design procedure w::~s to investigate literature 
regarding diamond bits. 
The findings are reported in the nreview of literature" and in the 
section ••elements which might affect the resultstt. Additional information 
was secured from Wing G. Agnew, Mont Weather Experiment Station, Bluemont, 
Virginia and various members of the E. J. Long-Jear Company, particularly 
Mr. Stewart Richmond and Mr. Henry Kurtze. 
w 
Each of these individuals had very helpful suggestions. Mr. Agnew 
M/ Agnew, Wing G., Personal conununication, January 4, 1951. 
suggested, 11 Use a standard ty;__;e bit set with an adequate nwnber of stones 
for the diamond size range selected. Use orequaJ.ity diamond, either 
AA or AAA grade. n This and other advice was followed. 
After consideration, deliberation, and consultation the bit design 
was agreed upon. 
The following is a discussion of pertinent bit factors as applied 
to these tests: 
-l9-
Size of Bits 
The size of bit unanimously agreed upon ·was the EX bit. This bit 
has the dimensions: 1.460" O.D., and .845u I.D. CUld it produces a hole 
1 1/2tt in diameter and a core about 13/1611 in diameter de pending upon 
the type of rock being drilled. 
The reasons for choosing the EX were: {1) the bit is a size used 
commercially and the results, therefore, would be of practical value 
and, (2) the bit is the smallest size used commercially in the United 
States, thus the cost of the tests would be lower than if a larger size 
bit containing more diamonds were adopted. 
Shape of ~ Bit Base 
A bit face shape was chosen that would work well on the type of 
rock to be drilled. The semi..:..rounded bit face called type nwu by the 
E. J. Longyear Company was selected. The bit shape may be seen in 
Figures 9 through 28. The wall thiclmess was 9/3211 • 
Size of Stones 
The sizes of stones to be set were decided on as 10, l5J 25, 40, 6o, 
and 100 per carat. These ·were chosen because they covered the range of 
sizes used in most diamond drilling tod~, especially if one considers 
mechanically set bits. 
The author realizes that smaller sizes are used, i.e., 200 per 
carat, but these would be ve;:y difficult to set in the bits without 
using llnpregnating processes. If impregnated bits were used, such factors 
as orientation and exposure could not be controlled easily. 
Figures one ·through six.:: present a picture of the size reJ.ationships 
Figure 1. Size 10 p. c • diamonds 
Figure 2. Size 15 p.c. diamonds 
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Figure 3. Size 25 p.c. diamonds 
Figure 4. Size 40 p.c. diamonds 
-22-
Figure 5. Size 60 p. c. diamonds 
Figure 6. Size 100 p.c. diamonds 
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of the stones. One can see the size of the stones relative to the rule 
in the photograph. Each unit on the rule represents 1/64". 
Shape and Grade of Stones 
'l'he crystal shapes may be seen in Figures one through six. The 
stones range from euhedral. to subhedral to anhedral crystals, the former 
two types taking the form of octahedron, rhornbic dodecahedrons, and 
tris-octahedrons. 
The grade of stones used was no. 1, also called AAA. The E. J. 
Longyea.r Company donated 30 carats of each size. The author was permitted 
to choose the particular stones he wanted. 
Choosing the Stones 
The stones for the bits -vvere selected in the following manner: 
(1) The entire 30 carats of each size were placed in a tray under a 
binocular microscope and the desired crystals were removed to another 
tray. The dic:unonds were chosen in the following order of descending 
desirability: tris-octahedron, docieca.hedron, and octahedron-the reasons 
for vJhich are explained under "orientation of stones". The stones were 
selected for their eutledral shapes, freedom from fractures, absence of 
pits and freedo.i.n from inclusions. Some of the stones set apart, hovJ-
ever, were octahedrons with inclusions of a dark mineral, probably 
graphite. (2) The preferred stones then were put in a glass tr~ and 
immersed in an optical oil of high index of refraction, as near to that 
of the dia.1nond as possible. The diamonds next were put on the stage of 
a petrographic microscope and subjected to polarized light. This 
polarization developed in the stone a pl~ of colors, the order of colors 
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directly proportioned to the degree of internal strain in the crystal. 
It was asstuned that the stones with a higher amount of internal. strain 
would fail before the ones ·with a lesser amount. The diamonds which 
were strained the most were rejected and others substitu.tec. for them. 
It occurred to the author that this type of grading r..ight be 
applied commercially in selecting good stones. 
It appeared that nearly all of the stones were strained to some 
extent, but some of them were taxed considerably more than others. 
One phenomenon particularzy impressed the author, the fact that 
most of the mineral. inclusions were parallel to ::nd between the octa-
hedral faces. The author brought this fact to the attention of l.lr. 
John Rosenfeld and Mr. liatt Nackowski of the Geology Dep<.lrtment, 
1iissouri School of 1iines anC:. Letallurgy. It VvJ.S decided that this 
could be expected because there was actually little difference in t~e 
molecular structure of the octahedral di.:unond and the hexagonal graphite 
crystal. This would account for the straining of the diamond as it 
changed to graphite while attemtping to reach equilibrium at the earth • s 
surface. 
After the stones were chosen, the:t v:ere sent to Christi3l1sen 
Die:lffiond Products Compa.n;_v, Galt Lake Cit:i" , Utah for setting in the bits. 
Orientation of ston~ 
It wa~ decided to orient the stones at random because it would be 
nearly impossible to set all diamonds oriented in the h&d vector 
directions. If this viere possi1.:>le, it vJould be time constu~ling . There 
is no reason to asswne tha-r, one size diamond bit would have :.~1ore or less 
diamonds oriented in the hard vector directions than any other size, 
- 25-
especially if they were implaced by the s cune setter. 
As was mentioned earlier, the stone s chosen wer e tris-oct;J.hedrons, 
dodecahedrons, ~d octahedrons, in that order or descending desirability. 
1.21 
The justification of this method was expressed by ~tlbert E. Long 
~ Long, Albert E., Diamond orientation in diamond bits, procedure 
and preliminary results: U. S. Bureau of Eines, Report of Investigations 
4800 June, 1951. 
when he related, "From experience gained in setting the AAA grade stones 
used in the ••••• bits, it was found that the crystallL~e form on the 
dodecahedral dia~onds was such that, if they were set in the random 
fashion, the chances for their being placed in the bit nold in the hard 
vector orientations were greater than for any other crystal form except 
the tris-octahedron. The author has noticed that in West Afr i can bortz 
the percentage of dodecahedral crystals is generally much greater in the 
high-quality stones. The higher percentage of dodecahedral stones in 
the higher quality stones may pos s ibly be one of the principal reasons 
why bits set ·with high quality stones cor.sistently out perform those set 
with lower quality stones. Bits random-set v~ith high quality stones out 
perform those set with lower quality ston8s because the greater number 
of dodecahedron-shaped stones increase the chances .for a greater ~er-
centage of the stones to be set in hard vector directions. 
Dr. Slawson contributed the following comrr£nt: 1 It has always been 
said in the trade that Brazilian stones are harder than A.f rican stone s . 
The word Brazilian is most commonly used to describe dodecahedrons and 
I am sure that only a small per~enta.ge of the stones call.ed Brazilian 
actually came from Brazil. Generally, such a widely held idea has a 
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basis in fact. Drill setters probably observed that the dodecahedrons 
were superior and, because that Brazilian stones were characteristically 
dodecahedrons, attributed the hardness to geography rather than 
crystallography'." 
The preceeding statements justify the method of stone selection • 
.Arrangement of Diamonds in Bits 
The employmant of the six sizes of stones previously mentioned 
was agreed upon. The plan was to pick one pattern co.mmonly employed 
in dolomite using a 40 p.c. bit as a standard and to repeat the 
pattern more often as the size became smaller and less often as the 
size became larger. This method would tend to keep the pattern the 
same and to eliminate one variable, i.e., change in pattern • 
• liter consulting vJith 1\ir. Lax Jenkins of Christiansen Diamond 
Products Company, it vJas ascertained that the face would not get complete 
coverage L"1 the 100 p.c. size if the 40 p.c. were used as the standard. 
In addition, there would be overlapping in the 10 p.c. sizes. 
The conclusion reached was that two bit patterns would be employed 
better as originals. The 15 p. c. bit was chosen as a standard using 
four stones to cover the kerf width (Fig. 7). The 10 p.c. and 25 p.c. 
conformed to the 15 p.c. prototype. The 60 p.c. bit was picked as the 
other bit ·with five stones to cover the_ kerf area (Fig. 8). The 40 and 
100 p.c. bits also have the five stune coverage. 
Theoretically, other than having a different size and number of 
dic:unonds, these bits would be exactly alike. This series of six bits 
was called Series A. It was possible to test the effedt of the size 
of diamonds with these bits. 
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Figure 7. Four-diamond coverage of bit face. 
Figure 8. Five-diamond coverage of bit face. 
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The thought occurred to the author that one bit set ·with more :md 
smaller diamonds might drill better than a bit set ·with fe .,.,er and larger 
diamonds merely because ther e were more cutting points. 
To test this problem it was decided to make dif ferent bits from the 
same molds, var.ying only the size of diarr~ond and the exposure. A 
comparison between the different bit tests would actually show if there 
were a definite effect due to a change in size of di~onds. Bits were 
made with stones of sizes 10, p.c. and 25 p.c. in the 15 p.c. mold. 
Bits were rnade also with stones of sizes 40 p.c. and 100 p.c. in the 
60 p.c. mold. These bits were called Series B. These ide a s are 
clarified by Table l in which the stones and sizes are listed , and. also 




10 p.c. 96 
15 p.c. 120 
25 p.c. 144 
40 p.c. 196 
60 p.c. 224 






















In referring to the size of stones in a diamond bit, one actually is 
discussing the part of the diamond exposed. The protruding portion, of 
course, is the part which does the cutting. 
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Figure 9. Bit lOa before drilling. 
Figure 10. Bit lOa after drilling. 
-30-
Figure ll. Bit lOb before drilling. 
Figure l2. Bit lOb after drilling. 
-31-
l 5A8 
Figure 13. Bit 15ab before drilling. 
Figure ].4. Bit l.Sab atter .drilling. 
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Figure 15. Bit 25a before drilling. 
Figure 16. Bit 25a after drilling. 
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Figure 17. Bit 25b before drilling. 
Figure 18. Bit 25b after drilling. 
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OA 
Figure 19. Bit 40a before drilling. 
Figure 20. Bit JIJa after drilling. 
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Figure 21:. Bit 40b before drilling. 
Figure 22. Bit 40'b after <irilling. 
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60AB 
Figure 23. Bit 60ab before drilling. 
Figure 24. Bit 60ab after drilling. 
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Figure 25. Bit 100a before drilling. 
Figure 26. Bit lOOa after drilling. 
-JS-
Figure 27. Bit lOOb before drilling. 
Figme zo. b:LCI :r:uoo arGer ux:c:c:x::ux0 a 
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The necessity of having the exposure in a definite ratio to the size 
of the diamond would seem important. One might conceive of a case in which 
a 25p.c. diamond exposed .015 inches 1night cut nearly as much as a 10 
p.c. stone exposed the same amount. 
Exposures in Table 2 were computed f'ron the theoretical size of each 
diamond. At that tir:1e the size 20 and 75 p.c. were to be used. These 
sizes later were changed to 15 and 25 p. c. a.s shown in Table 3. 
Table 2 
Diamonds Per Carat Diamond Diameter in Inches ExEosure (14%) in Inches 
10 .0906 .01270 
20 .0709 .00991 
40 .0551 .00770 
60 .0492 .00686 
75 .0473 .00661 
100 .0453 .00634 
The 14% exposure in Table 2 has·been arrived at from practice. 
Mr. E. M. Jenkins explained that the exposures listed in Table 2 
were too precise or fine to be set, thus it was resolved to settle for 
the exposures listed in Table 3· 
Table 3 
















Bits with two waterways were chosen first, but later this plan was 
discarded. The reason for this change was that the inclusion of water-
w~s would introduce an additional factor to be considered, namelY, 
"What size of watervvays is best·?rt The author's conception agreed vvith 
w 
lvir. Jenkins who said, "Further discussion regarding the effect of 
12/ venkins, Edward M., Personal communication, December 19, 1951. 
waterw~s on your test has more firmly convinced us that inclusion of 
waterway-s would introduce an additional factor. It is our opinion that 
for the footage which will probably be drilled no advcilltage will accure 
from the use of waterways •" 
Reaming Shells 
The conclusion was reached that owing to the short length of the 
holes, reaming shells set with dia.tr1onds would not be needed. The 
purpose of the dia.'nond set shells is to keep gauge in the hole, but as 
mentioned above, this does not apply to short holes. Blank reaming 
shells, hov~ever, were used to protect the roes QllcJ. bits from excessive 
vibration. 
THE ROTOBORE DRilL AND SET-UP 
The Longyear Rotobore Fh-2 drill shown in Figures 29 through 32 
was donated to the Department of Mining Engineering by the Oliver Iron 
Mining Ca:npany. A description of the drill is as follows: 
Motor 
The motor is a variable displacement type oil motor developing 
7.5 horsepower at 1500 pounds per square inch oil pressure and allow-
ing a stepless variation in speeds from 800 revolutions per minute to 
2800 revolutions per minute. Rotation of the motor is started by 
closing the by-pass valve (a) connecting the outlet and inlet piping in 
back of the motor. Rotation is stopped by opening the valve. The oil 
motor is activated by oil coming fran an oil pump (j). Figure 7 shows 
this pump (j) along wi.th the other pump {k) that supplies oil .for the 
hydraulic teed. Both pumps are driven by a 15 horsepower, alternating-
current motor. 
Drive 
The rotation and power of the motor is transmitted through a roller 
chain coupling to the dri. ve shaft • Drill rods are connected t o the chuck 
on the front part of the drive shaft • 
Water Swivel 
The swivel is located in the drill housing at the middle of the 
drive shaft. The water enters the drill reds through the chuck, 
circulates down the rods, cools and lubricates the bit, and carries 
away the bit cuttings. The amount of water is controlled by" a gate 
valve {b). 
Figure 29. Rear view of complete drill setup. 
Figure 30. Rear view of drill showing drill rods and 
rock. 
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Figure 31. Front view of complete drill setup. 
Figure 32. Vie\v of pumping unit. 
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H,ydraul.ic ~ 
The two hydraulic cylinders (c) give a stroke or feed of 20 inches. 
The total working area of the cylinders is 8 inches at the f'ront or 
forward-feed end, ~ereas it is 8.9 inches at the back or rear-feed end. 
By turning the handle of the four-way valve (d) 45° to the left or 45° 
to the right or the center closed position, the oil circuit is changed 
to provide either a forward or backward movement of the drill. The 
rate of forward feed is controlled by the reed control YS.lve (e). 
This valve allows the operator to change the pressure on the rear-teed 
end, thus controlling the forward-teed and force on the bit. The 
forward-teed pressure is recorded on the gauge {f) near the feed pump, 
while the rear-feed pressure is recorded on the gauge (g) on the drill. 
Thus, it is relative:cy- simple to obtain the force on the bit by the 
formula: 
(8 X forward pressure) - (8.9 X back pressure) = force on the bit. 
The author c onetructed the graph (h) which was placed near the drill 
for rapid computation of' the force on the bit or, as it m~ be termed, 
the bit pressure. 
Drill~ 
With the aid or the Mining Dep;1.rtment staff, the author con-
structed the base for the Rotobore Drill. The base consists of 11 
feet, 60 lb. iron rails to which are welded and b olted four inch pipe 
for the vertical columns and three inch pipe for the braces. A three 
inch horizontal pipe is clamped to the four inch pipes by U-bolts. 
These U-bolts allow for easy vertical movement or the drill. Three 
foot pieces of the same rail are welded in a vertical position at the 
other end of the base rail. Triangular pieces of ! inch iron are 
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welded on as braces. Two inch by six inch timbers are bolted to the 
short pieces or rails. 
The rock rests against the timbers and is supported by 3/S inch 
sheet ircm on four inch dlannel irons which rest on the long base 
rails. The rock is made fast by a chain and binder (i) similar to 
the type used on logging trucks • 
When all o£ the bolts, binders, and timbers were fastened, the 
setup was very rigid and exhibited little vibration. 
Tachaneter 
A stroboscope-tachometer (Strotac) was used to determine the 
rotational speeds. A white lim was painted on the chuck ani rods. 
When the line on the chuck was appearing the same number or t:iJnes per 
minute as the light on the Strotac was flashing on and off, the 
revolutions per minute of the drill were the same as the revolutions 
per minute indicated on the Strotac. 
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CONDITIONS OF THE TESTS 
The primary objective of the research was to conduct the bit tests 
under controlled cordi tiona and, if' possible, under constant conditions. 
This meant that all or the drilling factors 'WOUld be held constant and 
rate of advance woul.d be recorded when this condition was attained. 
Throughout al.l the tests, the factors ~recontrolled and in nearly all 
cases , the condi t.ions were held constant :for the length of time indi-
cated on the data sheets (Appendix B). 
Method 9.! Running .! ~ 
The procedure used for testing the bits was as follows: (1) The 
hole to be drilled was collared with the starter bit (Figure 34) in 
order to prevent damage to the test bits. (2) The starter bit was re-
placed by the bit to be tested; the rotational speeds and bit pressures 
to be used were chosen. (3) Both the tachaneter and the oil pumps were 
activated and water circulation was begun. (4) The drill was started 
at approximately the desired speed and the bit pressure was applied. 
(5) When the bit pressure and speed became ccnstant at the selected 
point, a chalk mark was made on the drill base rods and the time was 
established. The drill was operated from the desired length of time, 
or Wlti1 operating corrlitions were altered by sane external factor. 
Cuttings were collected for screening at a later date. (6) At the end 
of the drill run, . the time was recorded again arrl another chalk mark 
was made on the base rods. The machine was stopped and the amount of 
advance was measured and recorded along with the time, water flow, 
water pressure, bit force and rot;ational speeds. (7) The bit was ex-
amined to determine if it were damaged during the test. 
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Figure 33. Conposite picture of bits. 
Fi~~re 34. Starter bit used to collar holes. 
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Sane of the elements responsible for depart.ure trQ%1 the es-
tablished operating rotational speeds, bit pressures, water pressure 
and water now, were: the presence of pyrite or quartz particles, 
the occurrence of a sof't spot in the rock, the mudding or sludging up 
o:f the bit, poor circulation or the water, or the binding of the roos. 
When any of these factors appeared, :it was necessary to halt the test. 
The wear on the diamonds exerted by these tests is negligible. 
As previously mentioned, the bits were examined atter each test and 
very 1i t tle wear was not iced. 
After completion of all the tests, the damage to the bits was 
found to be: 
10 a --- 4 diamonds Chipped. 
10 b -- 3 chipped, 4 slightly chipped. 
15 ab-- 2 slightly chipped 
25 a -- 3 slight]Jr chipped 
25 b -- 2 slightly- chipped 
40 a 6 slight 1y chipped 
40 b 5 slightly chip~d 
60 ab--- .3 slightly chipped 
100 a 2 slightly chipped, 1 missing 
100 b 2 chipped 
The very sli~t damage to the bits would have no measurable effect 
on the rate of advance of the diamond bit. This would be further borne 
out by the fact that a diamond bit may be used to dri11 oVer 200 feet 
in rock similar to the one tested, whereas, not more than five feet 
were drilled with any bit. In reality-, the bits were merely "Broken in". 
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The c ondit.ion of the bits be.fore and after the tests may be seen 
in Figures 9 through 28. 
RESULTS OF THE TESTS 
The results are tabulated in Appendix B, Tables 4 through 13; 
they are shown graphicaJ.ly in Figures 3 5 through 45. 
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Inconsistencies in the tests and results prevent the drawing o£ 
smooth curves through all points. When working with rock, one sane-
times notices that the results may be affected by differences in rock 
characteristics. An example of this effect occurs when the rate of 
advance is decreased by the presence o£ quartz or pyrite. Sometimes 
the diminution is so small that it will not be noticed and still, it 
w:U.l affect the average rate of advance. In contrast, the presence of 
a sof't or shaly seam would produce an increase in the average rate of 
advance. Whenever a noticeable increase or decrease was detected, the 
test was halted or disregarded. 
Even though a few inconsistencies penetrated the resu1t s, they were 
not allowed to change the natural form of the curves. In the authorts 
opinion, this justifies the ignoring of the more erratic points without 
affecting the reliability of the curves. 
A study of all the points shCMed that for each bit two to three 
results were too far removed from the general pattern to be called 
reliable. According:cy-, 70-80% of the firxlings were correct. 
The curves were drawn, not to pass through every point, rut rather 
to show the true performance of' the bit umer the prevailing test 
conditions. 
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INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 
One question which confronted the author was, "Which factors 
affecting the results are the most influential? n. The variable which 
affected the results most, other than the size of diamonds, was the 
force on the bit. The rotational speeds seemed to be of lesser 
importance. The efficiency of the water circulation also influenced 
the results. 
Figures 35 through 38 show for each bit the rate of advance versus 
rotational speeds at each of the four bit pressures. A composite of 
these graphs would resemble cl.osely the standard performance curve in 
Figure 39. The slopes of the curves may va:ry at adjacent points as 
indicated by the example curve, but all of the curves would occur 
probablY between the upper and l.ower brackets. 
Figure 35 shows that 300 pounds bit pressure is not sufficient to 
f 
give the bits a good test. Figure 38 indicates that for most of the 
bits, 1.,500 pounds bit pressure is too high for drilling in dol.~nite. 
Graphs 40 through 43 are the diagrams for e ach bit showing the 
rate of advance versus the bit pressures at each of the four rotational 
speeds. Each of the graphs seems to be a performance curve in itself. 
Figures 35 through 43 will be interpreted according to bit 
relationships. The series were picked by comparing each bit with any 
other that ha<.i anything in common with it, i.e., exposures, number of 








The natural assumption would be that the lOb bit would cut better 
than lOa, as it had more cutting edges of the same size. This appeared 
to be true at the lower pressures, but as the pressures increased the 
lOb apparently cut or crushed more rock than coul.d be car ried aw;zy by the 
water. This caused the rate of advance to decrease. Although the 
exposures theoreticallY were the s~e for both of the bits, it seemed 
that the diaruonds in the lOb bit protruded less than those in the lOa 
bit. This fact would help account for the decrease of rate of advance 
at higher pressures, as there would be less room for the cuttings to 
escape. 










The lOa bit had fewer stones than the 15ab, which, in turn, had 
fewer stones than the 25a. A study of Figures 35 through 43 shows that 
almost without exception the lOa bit drilled the fastest followed by the 
l5ab and 25a bits. This shows conclusively that for these three bits the 
size of di~ond was a definite factor. Even though the 25a bit had about 
50% more stones than the lOa bit, the lOa cut up to three times as fast. 
This would indicate that there might possibly have been a difference in 
the cutting action, as discussed in the conclusion. 










The drilling efficiency of the bits seemed to be in the descending 
order: lOb, l5ab, and 25b. An exception to t ~.d.s genera.1 statement 
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occurred at the higher bit pressures (1500#) when the l5ab and 25a 
drilled better than the ~Ob. This may be explained ag a.in by the :fact 
that the lOb simply cut more rock than could be carried away by the 
sludge removal medium. The author noticed that the water coming out of 
the hole seemed to be muddy, a sort of slurr,y, and much more viscous 
than if good water circulation and sludge removal had been taking place. 
The 25b bit probably drilled slower than the 15ab because the 
smaller 25 p.c. stones did not give the complete coverage obtained with 
the larger 15 p.c. stones. 







At the lower bit pressures (300#) the 25b bit drilled better than 
the 25a, for although there was not enough pressure for either to drill 
very well, the 25b had more pressure per di~nond than the 25a. As the 
bit pressures went up to (500#) the 25a, with more stones,.got a larger 
amount of pressure per stone and drilled better. The 25b bit also 
drilled better, but with fewer stones did not cut as much material per 
unit of time. The 25a bit at 1,000 pounds bit pressure cut more 
material than could be carried a .. NaS effectively. The 25a bit drilled 
rapidly at 1,500 pounds, but only for a short time. After the test 
was completed, the bit a ppeared to be clogged wit h mud. 







The 40a bit should not have drilled as well as the 40b bit, as the 
latter had more diamonds. The 40b bit drilled slight~~ better than the 
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40a bit at lower bit pressures. However, the 40b bit cut more material 
a.t 1., 500 pounds than could be carried a.wczy. This rr:.ade some regrinding 
necessary. 
The diamonds in the 40a. bit, having a thinner plot, are farther 
apart than in the 40b bit. Therefore, the distance between ridges and 
groves in the rock will be greater. This fact caused the 40a bit to 
produce larger cuttings. These larger cuttings seemed to be the 
optimum size which the water could carry a.wa:y. 









4. 33 carats 
The 60a.b bit, because of additional diamonds, drilled slightlY 
better at 300 pounds bit pressure than the LIJa. Neither bit was drill-
ing up to its capacity. 
The additional diamoncls in the 60ab bit were compensated for by 
the larger diamond in the 40a bit at 500 pounds bit pressure. The lOOa 
bit exhibited slightly less efficiency than did the 40a and 60ab bits. 
The 40a bit drilled faster at l,OOOpouncs bit pressure than either 
of the other two. The 60ab bit passed its peak performance and its 
efficiency was declining. The lOOa bit did not drill. more than a fev1 
inches without clogging. 
At 1,500 pounds bit pressure all of these bits passed their peak 
performances. None of these bits should have been oper2.ted at this 
high pressure in dolomite. 











The 40b bit drilled :faster than either the 60ab or 100b bits be-
cause of the larger diamonds in the bit. 
The 60ab bit drilled faster than the lOOb at 500 pounds as the 100b 
plot was definitely too loose for the dolomite. 
At 1,000 pounds bit pressure the 40b bit was by far the be ~ -: t of the 
three. The 100b bit would not even drill. 
It is the author's opinion that the rock was soft enough to let the 
100 p.c. diamonds penetrate it. This allowed the metal part of the bit 
face to rub against the rock causing the bit to stop rotating as little 
water could circulate. 
None of the bits drilled efficiently at 1,500 pounds bit pressure. 







The 100a bit drilled much better than the lOOb except at the low-
est bit pressL~es (300#) when the force per stone was too low :for the 
l.OOa bit. Any pressure over 300 pounds was too great for the lOOb bit, 
and it then would not drill. As previously mentioned, the author 
visualizes a complete penetration of the &1all 100 p.c. stones under 
the high pressures. The plot for the lOOb was definitely too loose. 
Analysis of Size of Cuttings Versus Rate of Advance 
The author selected cuttings from certain tests which he considered 
reliable. These tests gave the highest and lowest rates of advance for 
each bit. 
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The cuttings were taken from the water coming out of the drillhole 
when the drill was advancing at a unifor.m rate under constant conditions. 
The cuttings were screened and analyzed to determine the average size. 
These sizes were plotted against diamond size as was rate of advance 
for the specific tests. These results appear in Figure 45. 
The tests seem to be reliable when one compares the average rate 
of advance curve in Figure 45 to the average rate of advance curve in 
Figure 44. One can see that they are almost identical.. 
A comparison of the average rate of advance cu.rVe and the average 
size of cuttings curve in Figure 45 shows that there is a definite 
relationship between the curves. One might surmise that the same 
factors produced these curves. 
A more intensive study gave the author the idea that there was a 
difference in cutting action as the bits were gradually changed from 
the lOa bit through to the lOOb bit. 
On the lOa side of the curve, the rate of advance is high, but 
the cuttings are small. This indicated to the author that either the 
large pieces were being torn out by the lOa diar.1onC.s and broken up or 
the large diamonds were drilling with a crushll1g action. If this crush-
ing action were taking place, there would not be full penetration of the 
diamonds. 
The cuttings f'rom the lOb bit were slightly larger than those from 
the lOa bit. This might be explained by the fact that the diamonds 
initially were cutting particles which were smaller than the lOa 
particles, as the diamonds were closer together in the lOb bit. How-
ever, the smaller lOb particles were of a size that could be carried 
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out better in the sludge removal medium. Therefore, there was more 
regrinding with the lOa than with the lOb bit. At the start the lOa 
cuttings were larger than the lOb cuttings. Regrinding of the lOa 
cuttings produced many small particles and ultimatelY brought the 
average size of cuttings fro.m the lOa bit below that of the lOb bit. 
There apparent~ was some regrinding of particles with the lOb bit and 
in all the sizes up to the 40a bit cuttings. 
The proof that regrinding is impractical is derived from Rittenger's 
La.w which states, 1'Vfork done (or energy- used) in crushing is proportional. 
to the area of new surface created." ~stronomical figures for area of 
new surface created are obtained when even a cubic centiL1eter of rock 
is pulverized. Therefore, much more surface is created and more energy 
1ost in this case in which much more rock is broken out and reground. 
The particles derived from the 15a.b and 25a bits were probably even 
closer than the lOa and lOb to the optimum size for efficient drilling. 
The 25b bit initially gave cuttings larger than the optimum size. These 
cuttings had to be reground in order to be removed. In the beginning 
the 25b cuttings were larger than the 25a cuttings because the plot was 
more open than the 25a. plot. The 25b bit was rr..ade in the same mold as 
the l5ab bit. This setting of smaller diamonds in the same mold had the 
effect of loosening the plot, putting the diamonds farther apart, and 
producing larger cuttings. Regrinding, as related before, reduced the 
cuttings to the smaller sizes. 
The 40a bit apparently penetrated the rock the right amount and 
broke out the opti.'Ilum size cutting which could be carried away efficient:cy 
by the sludge removal mediwn. The largest sizes cuttings along with 
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the .fastest average rate of advance indicated to the author the most 
nearly perfect cutting action. Penetration into the rock, breaking 
out of the optimum size o.f the particles, and carrying aw~ of these 
part:i.cJ.es with a minimum of grinding wouJ.d c.onst:i.tute this action. 
The 40b bit, having a tighter plot than the 40a bit, cut out 
particles which were slightly too sma.l.l.. These particles were carried 
aJNay with a minimwn of regrinding, but too much energy was expended 
in the original breaking out of the smaller size cuttings. The same 
type of analysis would apply to the 60a., lOOa, and lOOb. 
A diamond bit, when drilling rock, will leave ridges of rock be-
tween adjacent stones. The following stone to move along this ridge 
will break it out if the stone is large enough. Smaller stones do not 
shatter the ridge as effectivelY as do the larger stones. This an~sis 
indicated the effects of the size of diamond on drilling efficiency. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The author, as a result of the research he conducted, has come to 
so~e definite ·conclusions concerning the size of diaQonds in diamond 
drilling. Even though the author's impressions were gained from tests 
in one rock type, they m~ be extrapolated to include others, especi~ 
other soft rocks. 
Sane of the salient points disclosed by the drilling were: 
1. The size of stones in a dia"!lond drill bit directly 
influences the drilling efficiency of the bit. Under 
identical conditions, a bit containing larger sized 
diamonds consistently drills twice as fast as one contain-
ing smaller stones. A bit containing relatively few large 
diamonds drills better Wlder similar circwnstance s than 
a bit containing many more smaller stones. This indicates 
that although the number of stones or cutting points is 
important, the size of the stones is also significant. 
It was possible to determine the best size of diamond 
for drilling this rock. This ideal size may change to 
some extent as the diamond wears away. 
2. The cutting action of a diamond bit in dolomite consists 
of breaking out of rock particles so that they may be 
washed away. If the particles are small, they will be 
carried away by the water with little regrinding. How-
ever, if the cuttings are large, it will be necessary to 
regrind them to a size which can be removed by the water. 
The fragments must be small enough to pass between the 
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bit and rock and also between the drill rods and the 
side of the hole. 
A point was reached in this research where the largest 
size rock particle was broken out and carried aw~ with 
a minimum of regrinding. The most efficient cutting 
action, a direct consequence of the size of di~onds, 
was constituted by this drilling practice. 
All the tests were run with relative~ new bits so it 
was impossible to tell how wearing of the stones would 
affect the cuttu1g action and drilling efficiency. 
3. The optimum operating conditions for any of the bits 
tested may be found by consulting the graphs and tables 
incl.uded in this paper. It is possible to determine 
from them the best rotational speeds, bit pressures, 
and size of diamond. 
The flow of water through the rods and past the bit was 
not varied. The author is confident that higher water 
pressures and quantities would have proved fruitful in 
increasing the drilling efficiency. This would have 
been especially true when using the bits containing 
larger stones. The water, circulating with a higher 
velocity, could have carried out the cuttings with less 
regrinding. 
4. No bit designed for use in dolomite should contain stones 
smaller than AD per carat. The 60 per carat and 100 
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per carat bits were too srna.ll to drill efficiently. 
The bits employed in drilling dolomite should have coverage 
because the rock is soft. If the bit is against the face, 
each diamond cuts a groove equal to the amount of diamond 
exposed. There is probably less side breakage in dolomite 
than in a harder rock like granite. 
5. If the rate of advance is co.npared to the bit pressure, all 
bits tend to perform along the lines indicated in the 
standard perfor-mance curve, Figure 39. 
6. The author considers it pertinent to make a few suggestions 
concerning bit design. 
a. A bit made with the same basic pattern as used in 
these tests, but with fewer repetitions of the pattern, 
might cut as well as or better than the present design. 
For example, the bit might still have a five stone 
face pattern but fewer governing kicker stones. The 
total number of stones, therefore, would be reduced. 
b. It might be feasible to test a series of rocks cover-
ing the main rock types. The manner of testing could 
be sinular to the one used on these tests. If relation-
ships could be drawn between size of diamond, rate of 
advance, and size of cuttings for a series of rocks, 
the optin1um size of diamond could be chosen more 
easily. 
c. A bit made up of about one half 15 p.c. stones and 
the remainder 40 p.c. stones might drill well in 
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dolomite. The larger stones could be placed to 
make the original. grooves in the rock and the smaller 
ones to break out the remaining ridges. This method 
would provide complete face coverage. 
d. A bit made with tungsten carbide or some other 
substance which has high shock and impact resistance 
might be designed to collar the holes. 
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SWMARY-
A series of tests was conducted using bits for the purpose of 
evaluating the effect of the size of dia~onds in di~ond drilling. 
These tests were carried on in a fine-grained homogeneous dolomite of 
the Ordovician Jefferson City Formation. 
Bits were designed using six different sizes of diamonds ranging 
from l.O per carat to 100 per carat. The bits were class:i..fied into two 
series, 11 AU and "B•. The "A" series contained bits of two types, those 
with either a four or five stone face arrangement. There were three 
bits of each face arrangement type. The only differences among the 
three bits were in the number and size of stones. It may be said, 
generally,that as the diamond size decreased, the number of stones 
increased. The diamond exposures decreased as the size of stone 
decreased. 
The "B" series was composed of two sets of two bits each. The 
purpose of this series was to test the effect of the size of diamonds. 
This was done by setting larger or smaller diamonds, as the case may be, 
in the same mol.d as another diamond bit had been set in. The result of 
this setting was two sets of three bits each having an equal nmuber of 
stones in the same pattern. The exposure was the only variable changed. 
Photographs of the bits were t~~en before and after drilling. 
With this set of 10 bits, it was possible to test the effect of 
size of diamonds in drilling the dolomite. The results may be extended 
to include other rocks of the same type. 
The drilling was done with a Longyear Rotobore Diamond Drill. The 
drill was operated by an oil. motor and hydraulic feed, each empowered 
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by an electric~ driven oil pump. 
The factors which affect the efficiency of diamond drilling are 
multitudinous in number. This makes it very difficult to evaluate 
data. The object of this research was to hold all of the drilling 
conditions constant except a few, i.e., size of diamond, rotational 
speeds, and bit pressures. These would be varied at will. 
In a typical test the hole was collared with the special starter 
bit; the bit to be tested was put on and the drill was started at the 
predetermined rotational speed and bit pressure. Vfuen these factors 
and the rate of advance became constant, the drill was allowed to 
operate for a measured time. At the end of this period the drill 
was stopped,aad the bit was examined for wear. The period of operdtion 
and amount of advance were recorded along with the other test conditions. 
Cuttings were collected and screened for size. 
The recorded information was plotted on graphs to show the 
relationships between the different bits under varied conditions. 
These relationships were compared to the size of cuttings. 
The cutting action and the data shown on the graphs were analyzed. 
The author drew his conclusions from observations and data record-
ed on the graphs. 
As a result of these tests it maY be said that: 
1. A direct relationship exists between the size of dia~ond 
and the drilling efficiency of a diamond bit. a si.railar 
relationship exists between the size of diamonds and the 
size of cuttings. 
2. The best cutting action takes place when using a 40 p.c. 
bit. The action consists of breaf~g out particles of a 
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size which can be carried av;a:y by the water with a min:im.um 
of regrinding. 
3. The best operating conditions in dolomite for any bit test-
ed m~ be found in the included graphs. 
Fr~n .the infonnation recorded, it was possible to speculate on the 




The stone drilled is these tests is a grey-blue dolomite. It is 
a fine-grained, dense rock taken from Bray's Quarry located about two 
miles south of Rolla, Missouri on U. S. Highway- 63. The rock was 
obtained from the Ordovician Jefferson City formation about 55 feet 
above the upper surface of the well lmown Quarry Ledge. The rock is 
very homogeneous when compared to other available rocks , i.e., granite, 
limestone, or sandstone which might have been tested. There are, how-
ever, a few impurities, some of which are: layers; blebs, nodules and 
lenses of pyrite; occasional. shaly l~er; and fine, crystalline seams, 
blebs and rosettes of quartz. 
The rock drilled contained, as far as could be detennined, some 
pyrite and very little quartz. It could be said that the rock was very 
nearly of uniform composition and it suited the requirements of homo-
geneity as well as any which could be obtained. 
Analyses of the rock conducted for the author by the Missouri 



















Bit Number 228'7 z 544 Stone Size 10 p. c. Total Carats l.).l.4 
Type 10 a No. Stones in Bit Cjt') Rock Type uol.Oml:t-e 
-Ho. Cumula- Bit r .p.m. water Drill Feet Rate of Bit Con- Size Remarks 
tive Pres- time 
-
Drill- Aeivance dition of 
feet sure grm psi Min. ed ft/min. after cut-
drilled test tings 
1. .31 300 1000 4 40 • 75 .31 .414 good 
2. .60 300 1500 4 40 .5 .29 .58 good eUU2B~ 
3. .85 300 2000 4 40 .5 .25 .5 good 
4. o94 300 2500 4 40 .25 .085 .34 good 
5. 1.33 500 1000 4 40 1.0 .39 .39 good 
6. 1.81 jOO 1500 4 40 .5 .48 .96 good 
7. 2.21 500 2000 4 40 .42 .40 .955 good 
B. 2.38 500 2500 !* 40 .1 .17 1.7 good .002S~ ~ 
9. 3.03 1000 1000 4 40 .5 .65 1.3 good 
10. 3.53 1000 1500 4 40 .5 .5 1.0 good 
11. 4.02 1000 2000 4 40 .41 .49 1.2 good 
12. 4.22 1000 2500 4 40 .5 .2 .4 good 
13. 4.52 1500 1000 4 40 .33 .3 .91 good 
lla. ... L. .. 71 1500 j5_QQ A_ 40 .5 .19 .'38 good 
15_00 2000 4 40 No test. 
1500 2500 4 40 No test. 
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TABLE 5 
Bit Number 2991 z 548 Stone Size 10 p. c. Total Carats .lO•'' io b I20 Type No. Stones in Bit Rock Type lJolom1te 
No. Cumula- Bit r.p.m. water Drill Feet Rate of Bit Con- Size Remarks 
tive Pres- time Drill- Aeivence clition of 
-feet sure grm psi VJ.n. ed rt, /min. after cut-
drilled test tings 
1. .29 300 1000 4 40 .5 .29 _.58 £00d 
2. .58 300 1500 4 AO .5 .29 .58 g:ood 
3. .85 300 2000 4 40 .5 .2:1 .54 good .0029~ '5 
4. .91 300 2500 4 40 .075 .06 .8 ~ood 
5. 1.28 500 1000 4 40 .5 .37 .74 good 
6. 1.42 500 1500 4 40 .25 .14 .56 good 
7. 1.83 500 2000 4 40 .5 .41 .82 good 
s. 2.26 500 2500 4 40 .46 .43 .94 good .0028<; 
9. 2.58 1000 1000 4 _40 .~ ') -~2 _.'Zl ~ood 
10. 1000 1500 J. ~0 Pl'\n,.. 1'-l ,..",1 .,+-\ n"' 
11. 1000 2000 4 40 No test 
12. 1000 2500 4 40 No test 
13. 2.74 1500 1000 4 40 .16 .16 1.0 Poor circulation 
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TABLE 6 
Bit Number 2~86 z 543 Stone Size 1~ E• c. Total Carats 10.01 
Type No,. Stones in Bit I~O I a6 Rock Type UO.LQnl'te 
Ro. Cumula- Bit r.p. .. m. wator Drill Feet Rate of Bit Con- Size Remarks 
tive Pres- time Drill- Mvanee clition of 
-feet sure srm psi Min. ed ft./min. after cut-
drilled test tings 
1. .15 31JO 1000 4 40 .5 .15 .3 good .0029 .. ~ 
2. .39 300 1500 4 40 .5 .24 .47 good 
3. .61 300 2000 4 40 .5 .22 .44 good 
4. o72 300 2500 4 40 .3 .11 .37 good 
5. 1.04 500 1000 4 40 .5 .32 .64 good 
6. 1.30 500 1500 4 40 .37 .26 .70 _good 
7. 1.42 500 2000 4 40 .3 .12 .40 good 
8. 1.90 500 2500 4 40 .5 .48 .96 good .OO)()C 
9. 2.31 1000 1000 4 40 .5 .41 .82 good 
10. 2.56 1000 1500 4 40 .3 • 25 .83 . good 
ll. 2.73 1000 2000 4 40 .17 .17 1.0 Poor circulation 
12. 1000 2500 4 40 Poor circulation 
l). 2.85 ~1500 1000 4 40 .10 .12 1.2 Poor circulation 
14. 1500 1500 4 40 No test 
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TABLE 7 
Bit Number 2985 z 542 Stone Size ~~ p. c. Total Carats o.~., ~5 a 
''•l• Type No. Stones in Bit Rock Type UolODll.te 
No. Cumula- Bit r .p.m. water Drill Feet Rate of Bit Con- Sise Remarks 
tive Pres-
-
time Drill- Mvance clition of 
feet sure grm psi Min .. ed ft/min. after cut-
drilled test tings 
1. .15 300 1000 4 40 .5 .15 ·3 good 
2. o)O 300 1500 4 40 .5 .15 .3 good .0029<; 
3. .50 )00 2000 4 40 .5 .20 .4 good 
4. .64 300 2500 4 40 .3 .14 .47 good 
5. .99 500 1000 4 40 .5 .35 .7 good 
6. 1.35 500 1500 4 40 .5 .)6 .72 good 
7. 1.73 500 2000 4 40 .47 .38 .79 good .0029'j 
s. 2.12 500 2500 4 40 .5 .39 .78 good 
9. 2.35 1000 1000 4 40 .42 .23 .55 good 
10. 2.41 1000 1500 4 40 .17 .06 .35 good 
11. 1000 2000 4 40 Poor circulatim 
~-
12. 1000 . 2500 4 40 Poor circulation 
13. 2.63 1500 1000 4 40 .17 .22 1.3 good Poor circulation 
14. 1500 1500 4 40 Poor circulation 
15. 1500 2000 4 40 Poor circulation 
16. 1500 2500 4 40 Poor circulation 
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TABLE 8 
Bit Number Z.'-J"'JU £ ::>4. ( Stone Size it::::> p. c. Total Carats O,'jb -~~ 0 !20 Type No. Stones in Bit Rock Type uo .1om1. r,e 
Cumula- water Drill -No. Bit r.p.m .. Feet Rate of Bit Con- Sise Remarks 
tive Pres- time Drill- Mv8Dee clition of 
-feet sure grm · psi Min. ed rt,hnin. after cut-
drilled test tings 
1. .25 300 1000 4 40 ·43 .25 .58 goo a 
2. .55 300 1500 4 40 ·5 .) .o gooct 
3. .81 300 2000 4 4JJ ., .~b .,~ goo a ;W~'/0, 
4. lo03 300 2500 4 40 .5 ~22 .44 goo a 
5. lo38 500 1000 4 40 .5 .35 .7 good 
6. 1.66 500 1500 4 40 .5 .28 .56 good 
7. 1.97 500 2000 4 40 .5 .31 .62 good 
s. 500 2500 4 40 No test. 
9. 2.05 1000 1000 4 4U • .1 ,U8 .B goo a .0029. ~ 
10. 2.42 1000 1500 4 40 .5 .37 .74 good 
1.1. 2.69 1000 2000 4 40 ·4 .27 .67 good 
12. 1000 2500 4 40 No test. 
13. 1500 1000 4 40 No tett. 
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TABLE 9 
Bit Number 282'1 7 51tl Stone Size 40 p. c. Total Carats 6.03 -!~~ Type 4 a No. Stones in Bit Rock Type lJo.LomJ.te 
No. Cumula- Bit wator Drill Feet Rate of Bit Con-
..._...,. 
r.p,.m. Sise Remarks 
tive Pres- time Drill- Aatvance dition of 
-feet sure Sflll , psi Min. ed tt ,Anin. after cut-
drilled test tings 
1. .16 300 1000 4 40 .5 .16 .32 _good 
2. .4S 300 1500 4 40 ._5 .32 .64 good 
3. .64 300 2000 4 40 .34 .16 .47 .£00d 
4. .89 300 2500 _'-l 4D .5 .25 .5 I{OOd 
5. 1.21 500 1000 4 40 .5 ._32 .64 good 
6. 1.39 500 1500 h. 4D .5 .18 .36 good .003<:a 
7. 1.50 500 2000 4 40 .17 .11 .65 __g_ood 
a. 1.80 500 2500 4 40 .29 .3 1.0 good 
9. 2.09 1000 1000 4 40 .33 .29 .88 _g_ood 
10. 2.44 1000 1500 4 40 .33 .35 1.16 _good .0010-:l 
11. 2.66 1000 . 2000 4 40 .25 .22 .88 good 
12. 2.77 1000 2500 4 40 .15 .11 .?3 good 
13. 1500 1000 4 40 No test. 
TABLE 10 

















Type 40 b No. Stones in Bit 224 





sure grm · psi 
'300 1000 _4 40 .33 
300 1__500 4 J±O .33 
300 2000 4 40 .33 
300 2500 4 40 .33 
500 1000 4 40 .20 
500 1500 4 40 .10 
500 2000 4 40 .\Jl 
500 2500 4 40 .40 
1000 1000 ' 
1000 1500 4 40 .12 
1000 2000 4 40 
1000 2500 4 40 
1500 1000 4 40 .oe 
















Total Carats o."'ju 
Rock Type ..,..uo~u"" .. ~om=l:!"'':L~~~e--__, 
Rate of Bit Con- Sise Remarks 
Advanee ditian of 


















Bit Number 2983 z 540 Stone Size bU p. e. Total Carats ')•:>:> bO ao 222; Type No. Stones in Bit Rock Type lJo1omite 
lfo. Cumula- Bit r .p.m. wator Drill Feet Rate of Bit Con- Size Remarks 
tive Pres- time Drill- Advance dition or 
-feet sure gfl' · psi Min. ed ft./min. after cut-
drilled te-st tings 
1. .20 300 1000 4 40 .33 .a:> .64 good 
2. .40 . 300 1500 4 40 .33 .20 .64 good 
3. .56 )00 2000 4 40 .)) .16 .475 good .oozr1 
4. .70 300 2500 4 40 .33 .14 .42 good 
5. .90 500 1000 4 40 .33 .20 .64 good 
6. .99 500 1500 4 40 .15 .09 .60 good .0029~5 
7. 1.26 500 2000 4 40 .33 .7! .82 good 
s. 1.41 500 2500 4 40 .20 .15 • 75 good 
9. 1.58 1000 1000 4 4ll .jj .1? .;1; goO<l 
10. 1000 1500 4 4U !~o test. 
11. 1000 2000 4 40 No test. 
12. 1.69 1000 2500 4 40 .33 .11 .)3 good 
13. 1.75 1500 1000 4 40 .23 .06 .26 good Poor circulation 
14. 1500 1500 4 40 No test. 
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!ABLE 12 
Bit Number 2982 z 539 Stone Size 100 P• c. Total Carats 4.43 
Type 100 a No. Stones in Bit 252 Rock Type UolOJD1te 
lfo. Cumula- Bit r.p.m. water Drill Feet Rate of Bit Con- Sise Remarks 
tive Pres- time Drill- M.vaaoe dition of 
-feet sure gp~ - psi Min. ed ft/min. after cut-
drilled test tings 
1. .08 300 1000 4 40 .)) .08 .24 good 
2. .18 300 1500 4 Jt) .)3 .1 .3 good .0028( 
3. .35 300 2000 1-t- 40 .33 .17 .515 good 
·--4. .58 300 2500 4 40 .33 .23 .7 good 
5. .65 500 1000 4 40 .13 .07 .54 good 
o. .75 500 1500 4 40 .17 .10 .59 good 
7. .97 500 2000 4 40 .'Z'/ .22 .82 good .0028J 
8. 1.21 500 2500 4 40 ·33 .24 .73 good 
9. 1.30 1000 1000 4 40 .10 • (J:j .9 good Poor circulation • 
10. 1000 1500 4 40 No test. 
ll. 1000 2000 4 1.1) No test. 
12. 1000 2500 4 40 No test. 
13. 1.43 1500 1000 4 40 ·33 .13 .39 good 
14. 1500 1500 4 40 No test. 
15. 1500 2000 4 40 No test. 
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TABLE 13 
Bit Number 2988 z 545 Stone Size 100 p. c, Total Carats ).82 Type 100 b No, Stones in Bit 22~ Rock Type Dolomite 
No. Cumula.- Bit r ,p,m, water Drill Feet Rate of Bit Con- Si1e Remarks tive Pres- time Drill- Advance d.ition of 
-feet sure SFll psi Min. ed tt/min, after cut-drilled test tings 
1. .33 300 1000 4 40 .33 .10 .3 good 
2. .55 300 1500 4 L.O .3'3 .22 .67 ROOd .002~~ 
3· .74 300 2000 a 40 .33 .19 .s~ good 
4. o89 300 2500 4 40 .33 .15 .455 good 
5. .92 500 1000 4 40 .14 .03 .21 good .0027 ~ 
o. 1.00 500 1500 4 40 .17 .as .47 good Poor circulation, 
7. 500 2000 4 40 No test, 
B. 500 2500 4 40 No test. 
9. -moo 1000 4 40 No test. 
1.0. 1000 1500 4 40 No test. 
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